
Spelling Words:

Tested on October 29

Reminders: 
*Week of 25-29 Red Ribbon Week 
Medical Monday, Touchdown Tuesday, Working 
Wednesday, Thankful Thursday, Fine Arts 
Friday

*November 1 Book Fair Week

*November 11 Progress Reports

*November 11 Santa Pictures

*November 22-26 Thanksgiving holiday
 

1. the
2. to

3. have
4. was
5. of

6. said
7. you

8. what
9. are
10. put

11. could
12. would 
13. should
14. they

Red Words 
These are sight words that 

can not be sounded out 

and must be memorized. 

1. skip
2. stem
3. scab
4. stuck
5. still

6. snug

7.scan 
8.skunk
9. step

10.stack
11. your

Sentence Dictation: 
Will be written on the test independently 

The skunk will snag the 
stem on your step.
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First Grade
Weekly Learning Goals

Math:

*Skills:
-Make a ten to add

ongoing skills:
 *Counting on to add

*Doubles and near doubles 

*Add in any order

*Missing addend

*Numbers partners of 10

*Count on to subtract

*Add and Subtract in word 

problems

*Subtracting to Compare

*True and False Equations

*Use strategies to add and 

subtract

*Understand teen numbers

Language Arts:

*Skills:
-Verb Tense

 ongoing skills:
*Sentence structure 

*Nouns

*Verbs

*Adjectives

*Conjunctions

*Adjectives

*Common and Proper 

Nouns

*Verb Tense

*Pronouns

*Possessive Pronouns

Reading:

*Skills:
-Asking Questions

 ongoing skills:
*Identify reason

*Ask and Answer 

Questions

*Describing characters

*Retelling 

*Setting

*Describing Events

*Central Message

Writing:

*Skills:
-Moving from map to 

sentences

 ongoing skills:
*Circle map

*Bubble map

*Double bubble map

*Tree map

*Brace map

 *Flow Map

*Bridge Maps

*Complete sentence

*Sentence placement

*Declarative sentences

*Interrogative sentences 

Weekly Learning Goals by Subject:

Phonics rule for this week: 

When two consonants start a word they are called a beginning consonant 
blends. Consonant blends have two consonant sounds stirred together. This 
weeks’ blends are s blends. This means there is a consonant sound blended 

with an s. You will still hear both sounds. 

Remember: Fat Cat C likes fat vowels; a and o. Skinny Minnie K likes skinny 
vowels, or vowels trying to be skinny; i and e. 


